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About This Game
Endzeit is an action survival shooter, with a focus on immersion, gunplay and freedom. Players have to cleanse the game world
of hundreds of roaming robots (sleepers) while fighting together or against each other.
Story:
A military project called the "Super Trooper" was meant to accelerate the outcome of the war and save millions of soldier's
lives. They where humanoid fighting robots designed to be cheaply produced in masses, with thick armor plates, a self
destructive explosive charge and capable of carrying heavy weapons and ammunitions. After years of massive losses on the
enemy side they started to deploy radar trailers in an attempt to disturb the robots communication systems. Being cut off from
the master computer, the Super Troopers entered a fail safe state, waiting in place to receive new orders while attacking
anything that came too close, not able to distinguish between friend, foe or civilian.
Key Features:
-Satisfying gunplay
-Minimal HUD
-Vehicles
-Variety of different weapons and tools
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Very much like the story and simplicity of this game.. Game has improved during it's years. It has become competitive and
balanced, very fun to play with.. Tried this out since it was a free visual novel. Wasn't sure about the game genre and wanted to
give it a go. The art isn't really anything spectacular and neither was the story. It's a free to play so could be worth a bit of your
time for the achievements.. It's like popping bubblewrap, but way more fun.
<click click click> This is pretty easy.
<click click click> Is this all there is to this game?
<click click click><MASSIVE GEM CASCADE> Ooooh!!!
<click click click>
<click click click>
<click click click>
<hours pass>
<click click click>
<click click click>
<click click click> This game's pretty addictive.. Is a prototype, nothing more. But its free and it's nice to see the tough process
of the developers.. really fun game, seems to be best played with a controller, if you like the 80's beats you will really like this
game.
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its dount work
. I have no idea how or when I got this game. Could have been out of a bundle. However, once I started playing, I was sold.
This game is cute, frustrating, simple and mind-boggling all in one. The concept is so simple anyone can understand it, the
solutions to the puzzles never too complicated, but to get there... that's a whole other story.
This game is a bit on the short side, especially if you're very familiar with platform-difficulty. If you're a master of Super Meat
Boy, this game will be a breeze to you.
+Simple controls and concept
+Challenging without getting too frustrating
+Nice Soundtrack (Where can I get it?! :D)
+Cute aesthetic and characters
~Not very long. Not per se bad, maybe it could get boring if the game would be longer, but after the last stage I wouldn't mind
playing more.
-My only real complaint is that restarting a stage is slow. Once you lose one of your characters, you probably will have to start
over, but you have to do so manually.
I can recommend this game. For 99 eurocents it's really a steal for the lovely time you'll be having~! ^ w^. For anyone who has
any problems installing steam scenery addons that don't have an install tool my suggestion is to verify the intergrity of the fsx
files. It will detect that the DLC is not there and it should automatically install and add to the game. Hope this helps!
Great DLC!. farm frenzy 4 is a good game i will say that windows vista dose not work but 90% of the time it dose. you can earn
1 trading cards in maybe 1 hour. it is a great game if you have a lot of skill but over all it is one great game. i recomend this
game.. Too scary 4 me, if you want to get a heart attack and die buy this game. This is the first game i returned, 2.5d game ,
NOT 3D. See Homeworld for a definition of 3d space game or hell for turn based full 3d game "Flotilla".
And for some one that played many space games, Rts games and even \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 mobile games
like this one i can't seem to easily move around the map. ANd why the hell do I need to make a line from my ship to the other
ship to attack it. a repair timer? a repair timer on a single player game there is a time wall, a candy crush level game mechanic.
TLDR :: Broken controls, Bad description.
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